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Lost Purse Hurts
College Reputation
A blue leather pocket book
was lost in our auditorium on
July 31st during an assembly
of our summer session. There
was a certain personal value
attached to the pocket book in
addition to its intrinsic value,
and Mrs. Oro James of Kerman,
California, is very anxious to
have it returned or to get word
concerning it. If any one in college happens to know
about that
Pocket book, I am sure It will
be a great service to Mrs.
James
If he will report it
to my office,
and it will to some extent serve
to remove a stigma
from the
college. I shall appreciate, myself, any information.
T. W. MacQUARRIE

Noon Dance
Today
In Quad
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YearbookWill Be Striking; Plan Grand Rally DIRECTOR GUS NAMES
Originality Chief Feature On October 12, 13 CAST FOR HAMLET; TO
Promises CharlesPinkham With Open House
BE STAGED BY PLAYERS
for Cooperation Music and Dramatic
Lamphear Chosen Pleads
From Students To
Groups to Entertain Jim Clancy To Portray
Affairs Chairman, Make Success
Hamlet Opposite
Friday Evening
Council

Meets

Junior Student Active
In College Activities
Since Frosh Days

For lunch, a choice of stuffed
peppers, or Spanish meat loaf is offered, with a choice of vegetables.
fruit salad, roll and butter, and
chocolate blanc mange as dessert
A choice of beverages is given.
Soup and crackers, followed by
meat pie, mashed potatoes, gravy
and vegetable salad would be served as the main dishes at dinner,
with bread and butter, a fruit cup
for dessert, and milk or tea also
ncluded.
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COLLEGE

With cover, artistic features, and
nteas entirely new and different,
Offering balanced meals at a
lhe 1935 La Torre promises to be
reasonable price, the Ambassadors,
only one of the college’s leadopened last
Student Meal Club,
ing achievements of the year
but outstanding as well among
Tuesday and will continue serving
year books throughout colleges in
during the school week for the
northern California for its originrest of the year.
Byron Lamphear was appointed ality, according to Charles PinkMrs. Sarah Dowdle, director of chairman of student
affairs at a ham, editor of the publcation.
the club, has made plans to en- meeting of the Student Council,
An unusual plan of organization
able students of limited financial held yesterday in the old La Torre has been followed in designing the
means to enjoy meals in the cafe- office, with Ronald Linn, Student new book, so that the final imBody President, presiding.
pression of the creation will be
teria.
Lamphear, a junior student, has its originality, declares Pinkham.
Last year forty students took
been active in extra curricula af"We have gone so far in seeking
advantage of this opportunity, and
fairs since he entered State, and
originality for the annual that we
as many are expected to join this according
to members of the counhave prepared the design for the
year. Interested students should
cil, is most capable of handling
cover of the book ourselves, despite
see the dean of men or women this important
position.
the fact that the cover has been
and get a permit before going to
Adrian Wilbur,
president
of chosen by the staff from a list of
the cafeteria, according to Mrs.
Spartan Senate, and active debatsamples furnished by the company
Dowdle.
or, was appointed Forensics manaThe following schedule of times ger. Wilbur is wel known for his printing the book," declared the
during which meals will be ser- executive abilities, and his debat- editor.
"Not only has the cover ,been
ved has been issued by Mrs. Dow- ing experience.
decided upon, we have prepared
die: breakfast, 7:40 a.m. to 8:15
Don Madsen, student band leada complete "dummy" of the book
am.; luncheon; 11:30 am. to 12:45
er, was appointed music manager.
which is a "skeleton" of the finp.m.; and dinner 5:30 p.m. to 6:15
Madsen has had considerable exished prOduct that makes its app.m.
perience in handling musical afThe three meals are offered five fairs at State, having been music pearance sometime mixt spring.
"With such a start, all that is
days a week for $3.00, or two manager for three terms.
meals a clay, lunch and dinner,
Concluding the list of important required to make the 1935 La
five days a week for $2.30. No re- appointments, Ed Atkinson and Torre a success is the co-operation
duction is given for meals missed. Gil Bishop were appointed to places of every State student."
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A sample menu illustrates the
type and variety of dishes served,
although the menu
is changed
daily. Sliced oranges and a choice
of oatmeal or cornflakes might be
included fo,-,teakfast, with scrambled eggs and bacon, cinnamon
toast, and coffee or milk to complete the meal.
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The staff, as selected by Editor
on the Board of Athletic Control.
Both students are prominent ath- inkham, is as follows:
letes.
Assistant editors, Kathryn Epps
The next meeting of the Stu- and Robert Rector: business mandent Council will be held Monday, ager, Jim Grimsley; sales manager,
October 7, at 7:15 am.
Elmer Stoll; publicity manager,
Carey Guichard; organization managers, Jack Reynolds and Paul
Amgen-min; faculty editor, Mareditor,
senior
garet
Schnerr:
Eyarists Uhl: society editor, Fay
Sheaffe; men’s sports editor, Bill
sports editor,
An interesting variety of con- Ziegler; women’s
tributions for the special Monday Margaret Gallagher; staff artist,
issue has been pouring steadily in- , Michael Anreln; La Torre &Treto the Spartan Daily office since ftary, Ona Hardly.

SPECIAL ISSUE OF
DAILY TO CONTAIN
VARIED OPINIONS

the announcement that the edition
students and
will be open to
faculty.
Setting Friday noon as the deadline, editor Dan Cavanagh states
that he expects the Monday issue
.tt the Spartan Daily to be the
toot colorful of the week, and in ites the entire student body and
wally personnel to feel free at
.t tty time to contribute to the special edition, which is an innovation on the campus.
All articles must be fully signed,
and there are no restrictions as to
subject, but the deadline must be
observed, as must the 500 word

Jean McCrae

Parents and friends of San Jose
State students will flock to the
college on Friday and Saturday,
October 12 and 13, to attend the
first two-day Grand Rally in the
history of the school.
Friday will be an ordinary school
day, and the visitors will be invited to attend classes and observe
students at work.
Noon-day activities Friday will
include a "Bracer" at the Women’s
gym, a soap box debate in the
quad, and a musical half hour in
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
The health cottage, never before
open to the public, will hold open
house from 10 to 12 am, and from
2 to 5 p.m. Parents will be especially urged to inspect the facilities
provided for the medical care of
students.
Luncheon for visitors will be
served in the tearoom cafeteria,
while the day’s activities will culenterminate with an evening
tainment given by musical and
dramatic organizations in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
The program Saturday, offers
a series of breakfasts and luncheons and various campus activities
including tennis matches, swimming exhibitions and women’s play
day.
The climax of the Grand Rally
comes with the Chico game at
2:15 p.m. at the Spartan Stadium.
Parents will be admitted for twenty-five cents. Preceeding the game
the Spartan field house will be
open for inspection.
"We are trying to develop a day
that will be open house for all
friends of the college, particularly
the parents," declared Miss Lydia
lanes, alumni secretary yesterday.
"We believe that in announcing
the new program the Grand Rally
day will adequately serve this purpose.

Jim Clancy, prominent San Jose
State College actor who has been
starred in State dramatic productions during the past several
years, has been assigned the most
important role of his experience
Hamlet, in Shakespeare’s play of
that name, it was announced yesterday by Mr. Hugh Gillis, director
of the San Jose Players.
With the -casting of the main
parts for Hamlet, Mr. Hugh W.
Gillis, director of San Jose Players,
has taken the first step in ahat
promises to be Player’s most ambitious undertaking.
Hamlet is notable not only for
having remained the one Shakespeare play that is perennially popular, but also for having provided
a title role that has become one
of the great traditions of the European stage.
The role is difficult both by
reason of its intrinsic possibilities,
and the possibilities that great
actors of previous ages have thrust
upon it. Mr. Gillis feels confident
the it will be capably handled by
Clancy.

I

Frank Vassallo Takes,
MUSIC HALF-HOUR Chair At First Fall
TO BE PRESENTED Meeting Of Artizans
Frank Vassallo, newly elected
FRIDAY AT NOON president,

presided at the first
Featuring the first of a series business meeting of the Artizans,
of "Musical Half-Hours", to be men’s art honor society which was
presented every Friday from 12:30 held in room one of the Art build’ to 1:00 o’clock by the San JOF0 ing Monday night.
Plans for activities for the auY.W.C.A., Miss Winifred Fisher,
soprano, will sing for San Jose tumn quarter were discussed. It
State students during the second was decided that a special meeting
today at 12:30 to dishalf of the Friday noon hour in be called
cuss the taking in of new members.
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
All members are requested to be
The musical half hour is but one
I present.
of several interesting programs in
limit.
store for State students during
Articles need not necessarily be
the Autumn quarter, according to
confined to college scope, but the
Miss Helen Johnson, music student
greater field of world topics may
It’ entered, and literary efforts are and chairman of the musical half
hour committee.
Unheralded and unsung, a new
also welcome.
In addition to cooperating with organization’ came into being at
"We wish to make it clear," exin
charge
committee
alumni
the
San Jose State last Monday. The
plained the editor, "that this is
not merely a student opinion col- of the Grand Rally, to be held membership, though not so select,
a
is nevertheless quite restricted.
umn, but that the entire paper at State, October 12, and 13,
The duties of the members conwill be turned over to contributors series of one -act plays, under the
every Monday for the entire quar- direction of Miss Elizabeth Jenks sist in rushing to the scene of a
of the Speech Arts department, major disaster in the photography
ter.
"Keep within the law there is and a dance recital by Ruth Adele department with broom and mop.
Fellow
students,
introducing,
such a thing as libel-- -that’s all we Roberts Warmke, will also be
the Dog House Crew.
presented.
ask," he concluded.

Broom ’N Mop Heroes
Now Dog-House Crew

I

I

Jim is not a newcomer to San
Jose audiences. In the last few
years he has taken a variety of
parts, not only for the college
organization, but also for dramatic
organizations that have been sporadically sponsored by the town.
Last year he played Lthom,
George Tesman in "Hedda Gabler",
Joseph Surface in "The
and
School for Scandal".
He has facility for expression
and a dramatic intensity that
should be of help in the interpretation of such a role.
The part of Ophelia, made pathetically memorable by the great Ellen Terry, has been given to Jean
McCrae.
Jean canoe to this school last
year and made a favorable impression by her work in the small part
of Mother Hollunder in "Mom".
Those who saw her try out for
Hamlet realize now that they had
not understood her possibilities for
diverse characterization. She is a
distinct addition to a cast that
promises to be adequate.
The rest of the cast as announced by Mr. Gillis yesterday is
as follows:
King of Denmark
Ray Ruf
Queen of
Denmark
Virginia Maddox
Robert Baines
Polonius
Horatio
Gary Simpson
Frank Hamilton
Rosencrantz
Burton Abbott
Guildenstern
Marcell us
Jim Fitzgerald
Robert Doerr
Bernardo
Francisco
Ed Wetterstrom
Ronald Linn
1st Grave -digger
2nd Grave-digger
Tom Gifford
Marion Faltersack
Player Queen
Elizabeth Allempress
Prologue
A year after the beginning of
the college library, 1,000 volumes
were collected for its shelves. Today, the library consists of over
24,000 books.
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Music Faculty Spends
Assignments Made Summer
Vacation In PATRONS CIE
Work
Advance
Taking
For Positions On
NEW STUDENTS
Campus Orchestra
Music instructors were out exploring the instrumental and vocal

Conductor Discovers
Varied Talent For
Symphony Group
Progress in the organization of
the San Jose State symphony orchestra was marked last week by
the selection of musicians for the
various places in the group, according to Thomas Eagan, assistant conductor of the orchestra.
bass players have
Ten string
been chosen from the 15 who tried
out. Eleven flute players tried out.
but only five of them were needed.
With one exception all of the clarinet players were eligible, but as
there is a shortage in that section
an opportunity is open for clarinet
players about the school who have
not yet applied.

fields this summer to bring new

SOCIAL
CONTACTS IN SAN JOSE

methods and superior instruction
to the music students.
Professor Adolph W. Otterstein,
head of the department, directed
the music summer session and later went to Colorado.
Mr.

Raymond

Miller

Mrs. Sibyl Hanchett
Tells Purpose
Of Club
By Mrs. Sibyl Hanchett

attended

U. S. C., taking some especially
interesting courses.
Making her yearly trip to New

(Chairman, committee for the entertainment of out-of-town students. San Jose State College Patrons Association.)

York, Miss Maurine Thompson at-

You have come to San Jose
State expecting and wishing to
brought make social contacts, perhaps to
and
umbia University
acquire real friends. This is a legback a number of new tonsil tacitimate exception, for recreation
tics for her vocalists. At Lincoln
and friends are important parts of
School of Columbia Miss Thomp- a real education.
son gave a concert and a number
You realize, of course, that its
tended

summer

session

at

Col-

of other programs while in the

Miss Hetes George, daughter of East.
Choir director William ErlendGuy George, instructor in the Commerce department, was mentioned son studied piano with Sigmund
as exhibiting exceptional possibili- Stojowski,
in
and later visited
ties for oboe work.
North Dakota.
report
conductors
The orchestra
Miss Theta Manning instructed
a lack of violin players, and places
at Chico State College Summer
for two more violas, which should
session held at Mount Shasta, and
be filled at once. ’Cello players are
later went by boat to Canada. Anabundant.
other visitor to the North this summer was Mrs. Sybil Hanchett.
While in Canada, Mrs. Hanchett
said she found out a great deal
about Canadian curiosity. It seems
that all Canada is watching California’s gubernatorial race with
"If you are not
much interest.
at all politically minded", said Mrs.
Hanchett, "Canada is a good place
Miss Caroline Leland, a graduate
not to visit until the governor’s
of the College of Pacific and at one
race is over, because you are betime a member of the National
sieged by everybody for your opinStudent Council, has come to San
ion."
Jose State college as Y.W.C.A.
Mrs. Brekelbaum instructed at
secretary.
summer school, and later vacaAcIive in the student movement
tioned at Rio del Mar.
while she was in college, Miss
Leland later attended the seminar
on the "Records of the Life of
Jesus" at Camp blinnesing, Algonquin Park, Ontario. She is replacing Miss Rose Terlin, who has
left for New York to serve as Sec
The appointing of a new techniretary of Economics of the Nationcal staff and the installation of
al Student Council.
As director of music at Asilomar radios in the Edwin Markham
at a Y.W.C.A. conference, Miss Le- Health Cottage are two of the
land received further experience as outstanding achievements made by
activities. the Board of Directors of the
a leader of women’s
She taught school for five years health cottage during the past
afer graduating from college, but summer, according to Mr. Neil 0.
her special interest is in the stu- Thomas, Controller and secretary
dent movement and in music.
of the board.
Miss Verna E. Johnson, graduate
of the Colorado School of Nursing and who has been employed
as a nurse for two years at the
Community Hospital in Boulder,
At a recent meeting of the
Colorado, four years at the Jackasus Club, officers were elected 1.w
son Memorial Hospital in Miami,
they coming year. Robert Wright
Florida and four years and a half
was chosen as president, and Noel
at the Stanford Hospital in San
Voge was elected to tilt the post
appointed
Francisco, has
been
of vice-president. Catherine Woods
Head Nurse of the Health Cottage.
will act as secretary.
Assisting Miss Johnson, is Mrs.
Pegasus has as its aim the
M.E. Buero, who has been resident
fostering of creative writing, and
manager of the cottage since it
members feel that in this field, the
was founded in 1924.
club has justified its exsistence.
Miss Constance Knudsen, who
The group has also brought many
distinguished literary speakers to I graduated from the Home Making
the student body, among them be- Department of the college with
ing Edwin Markham and Upton last June’s graduating class, has
been added to the technical staff
Sinclair.
I as Dietician.
Another outstanding change in
FALL FELLOWSHIP PARTY IS
the Health Cottage has been the
PLANNED BY LEAGUERS
alteration of the old Markham
Eats,
games,
fellowship ar., home, located in back of the cot planned for the fall party that tare, into a residence for the
the Senior Epworth League of the nurses. This enables the students
First Methodist Church is giving who are patients to enjoy much
next Friday night, September 28. more space in the Health Cottage
Special attention will be paid new than during past years.
Mr. Thomas, 1:- behalf of the
State students.
The event h’gins at eight o’clock Board of Directors, wants it clearly
at the Methodist church on Fifth I understood that all students who
and Santa Clara Street.
are ill are welcomed to make use
of the health cottage in accordSan Jose State College is the ance with the privileges that are
oldest teacher’s college in the state. I granted to all regular students.

Caroline Leland Is
Named Secretary
0; Campus Y. W.

New Staff, Installation
OF Radios Are Health
Cottage Improvements

Pegasus Club Makes
Plans For Quarter

OFFERS

fulfillment depends largely on your
own activity. There are several
things you can do to speed up
the process of becoming socially
a part of your college. All women
students are urged to participate
in the A.W.S. If you volunteer for
a committee or do some real work
you will soon find yourself in the
thick of things. The same is true
of the college Y.W.C.A. if your
interest lies in that direction, and
don’t be too sure It does not, for
that group of alert young women
covers a surprising amount of territory. You hear less about the
College Y.M.C.A., but there is one,
and some of the finest men in
college, both atudents and faculty
are to be found in it. Other
interest groups will call themselves
to your attention as you read the
paper and the bulletin boards.
Student body dancesof course!
gamesequally of
and
Rallies
course. Then there is the big turkey dinner for the men (women
in a good year, have the privilege
of ordering soup next day in the
cafeteria) but that comes at the
end of November, and you ought to
be pretty well acclimated by that
time.
But in spite of these opportunities, it may possibly happen that
you, as an individual, find yourself a little Slow in acquiring that
"belong" feeling. There are some
things that nobody remembers to
tell a newcomer, or you forget
what you have been told and make
a blunder or two. Or you may be
unaccustomed to fitting into large
social groups; you may not even
know how to dance; or you may
not find your special interest, the
represented
thing you do best,
among campus groups. In spite of
all of our efforts a few persons
I wander through their first term
feeling that the college has not
extended a friendly hand its full
arm’s length.
The College Patrons Association
consisting principally of parents of
students, is especially interested in
helping new
students,
whether
transfer or freshman, to get acquainted. This group does not ask
you to join anything, or study
anything, or believe anything, or
be anythingbut friendly. It does
not wish to interfere with larger
activities or do anything on a
wholesale scale,
and any social
functions which it sponsors are
guaranteed to be small and as informal as possible. If you are interestered in benefiting by this
project, either by being entertained or by helping to entertain
others, please leave your name
with Miss Dimmielc, Mr. C:oildard
or Mrs. Hanchett, Room 6, Music
Building, any Thursday after two
o’clock.

Aria Fond of Music?
Two -Timing Courses
Not Tribo in Harmony
El) GENNY HOAGLAN

First Noon Dance
Will Be Presented
I n College Quad

As you have heard while passing the building corraled at present
by a board fence, San Jose State
boasts a music department, and a
splendid music department it is.
Yes, even though at times the
noises issuing from the practicing
Featuring the music of Mel Mcartists are objectionable to Dr. Donald’s orchestra, Lie first noon
Holliday’s ears.
dance of the autumn quarter will
From a minus knowledge of be staged Wednesday noon in the
music and its mysteries you can college quadrangle.
learn in a very short time how to
Under the chairmanship of Jack
wield a wicked woodwind, toot a Reynolds, preparation indicate that
tricky tuba, or turn your guttural the dance will attract one of the
garglings into opulent overtones, largest crowds in history. New stuSound easy? My, yes, but wait, dents are especially urged to
partOnly those who have music poten- icipate in what promises to be
one
tialities, patience and perserverthe best dances of the quartet’. In
ance can crash the opening bars of
case of rainy weather the dance
opera-tunity. In terse musical terwill be held in the front hall.
i
minology, here’s the situation:

Jack Reynolds Heads
Students on Dance
Committee

The music staff consists of s
twelve instructors. You’ve never
mezzo many fine people as they
are. All in all tney have pretty
suite dispositions, and they are
never sharp unless you are out of
tune, but not one of them has ever
been known to pitch anyone out
of the window or polka student for
Predicting a highly successful
for making flat statements.
year for San Jose State college,
By just being natural you avoid Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of woany treble with the great staff. men, commented yesterday on the
You will note that it all rests with unusual enthusiasum which has
you. Any two-timing on lesson been shown by the students here
preparation will cause consider- this quarter.
able discord, and you will have to
"It seems to me that we have
atone for this tenor.
plunged into activities this year
Sonata good motive to cause in - more rapidly and with more interharmony if you would score with est than usual," Miss Dimmicl. deyour music instructor. We nuance clared. "People came back earlier
a music student whose class at- and with more enthusiasum Man
tention registered on a small scale. in previous years here. If this enHe was prone to idyl his time ergy holds up, we should do great
away, but he couldn’t string along things this quarter."
his prof., who knew his F’s and
women’s
Commenting on the
G’s. Rondo ’bout examination time,
working conditions, Miss Dimmick
the student was scherzo he couldn’t
said that although there is more
play a note, and had to do an enwork this year, there Is still not
core to the course. Can you tie
enough to satisfy demands.
that? Maybe you too have major
"We are interested in the newly
mistakes and have had to tread
Association,
formed
Patron’s
the course again measure for
whose members are parents and
measurer.
friends of students. One of the ideas
The key to musical success is to of the club is to help out-of-town
study at close intervals, keep your students who were more or less
quarter notes up to the measure, lonesome here. A committee has
and the rest will take care of been appointed to entertain new
itself. So if you play in the band, students, who will discover that
you’d better get down to brass they have real friends in the memtactics, and if you sing a bit, it’s bers of the organization.
advisable to scale the scales frequently.

uccessful Year
At S. J. Foreseen
By Dean Dimmick

We have spoken. Now,
forth and face the music.

go ye

Freitag Edits Student
Associated Handbook

P. S.
Apropos the coming
Edited by Dolores Freitas, the
"Hamlet" performance: "Tuba, or
not tuba, it still looks like a fog new Handbook of the Associated
Students made its appearance last
horn to me".
week, thinner than previous student handbooks, but attractively
hound in brown cover and of a
onvenient size.
The new handbook was distrihated to Freshmen in Orientation
Discussion of the Men’s stag,
last Thursday, while other students
to be held at the Lion’s Den,
may obtain a copy by calling at
beginning the evening of October
I he Publications or Controller’s a6 and lasting until sometime the
te e with a student card.
following Sunday morning was the
Mr. Dwight Bentel, adviser of
main business of the Y.M.C.A.
publications, states that the new
meeting held Monday noon in room
handbook will be mailed out to
3 of the Homemaking building.
new incoming students starting
Loren Wann, general chairman, next quarter.
will be assisted in planning the
The handbook has such timestag by Dean Kessler, Edward saving and valuable information as
Moldt is chairman of the publicity "Hints From The Registrar" and
committee with Paul Becker work- "General information", and coning under him. The "eats" corn- tains bits of information about the
mittee is headed by Jimmie Dunlap traditions of the school and other
whose assistants are Ralph Eck- Interesting material.
ert, faculty advisor and Kenneth
Bombly.
Ralph
Claypool
has
San Jose State Teacher’s College
charge of the transportation,
Opened in 1857. It was a normal
Les Whitman, chairman, Vernon school at the time, situated in San
Wallace and George Wightman Francisco,
Were appainted to get
outside
A good many important people
spekers for the quarter. The com- are graduates
of our institution.
mittee for the detention
home Among the most prominent are:
Next time you go into the aud- work consists of Jimmie Dunlap, Mrs. Herbert Hoover, a graduate
itorium, notice the two slabs of chairman, Jack Reynolds, George of the class
of 1893, and Edwin
Frieze from Herculaneum, border- Wightman, Vernon Wallace and Markham,
famed poet-author and
ing the wall.
:us Standish.
literary critic.

Y. M. Membership
Plans Week-end Stag

Keep
Library
Open
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From Students To
Make Success

ideWasith cover, artistic features, and
entirely new and different,
the 1935 La Torre promises to be
only one of the college’s leadopened last
Student Meal Club,
ing achievements of the year
but outstanding as well among
Tuesday and will continue serving
year books throughout colleges in
during the school week for the
northern California for its originrest of the year.
Byron Lamphear was appointed ality, according to Charles Pinkdirector
of
Mrs. Sarah Dowdle,
chairman of student affairs at a ham, editor of the publcation.
the club, has made plans to en- meeting of the Student Council,
An unusual plan of organization
able students of limited financial held yesterday in the old La Torre has been followed in designing the
means to enjoy meals in the cafe- office, with Ronald Linn, Student new book, so that the final imBody President, presiding.
pression of the creation will be
teria.
Lamphear, a junior student, has its originality, declares Pinkham.
Last year forty students took
been active in extra curricula af"We have gone so far in seeking
advantage of this opportunity, and
fairs since he entered State, and
originality for the annual that we
as many are expected to join this
according to members of the counhave prepared the design for the
year. Interested students should
cil, is most capable of handling
cover of the book ourselves, despite
see the dean of men or women
this important position.
the fact that the cover has been
and get a permit before going to
Adrian Wilbur,
president
of chosen by the staff from a list of
the cafeteria, according to Mrs.
Spartan Senate, and active debatsamples furnished by the company
Dowdle.
or, was appointed Forensics manaThe following schedule of times ger. Wilbur is wel known for his printing the book," declared the
during which meals will be ser- executive abilities, and his debat- editor.
"Not only has the cover ,been
ved has been issued by Mrs. Dow- ing experience.
decided upon, we have prepared
die: breakfast, 7:40 a.m. to 8:15
Don Madsen, student band leada complete "dummy" of the book
a.m.; luncheon; 11:30 a.m. to 12:45
er, was appointed music manager.
p.m.; and dinner 5:30 p.m. to 8:15 Madsen has had considerable ex- which is a "skeleton" of the finprOduct that makes its app.m.
perience in handling musical af- ished
The three meals are offered five fairs at State. having been music pearance sometime rrAct spring.
"With such a start, all that is
days a week for $3.00, or two manager for three terms.
meals a day, lunch and dinner,
Concluding the list of important required to make the 1935 La
five days a week for $2.30. No re- appointments, Ed Atkinson and Torre a success is the co-operation
duction is given for meals missed. Gil Bishop were appointed to places of every State student."
Offering balanced meals at a
reasonable price, the Ambassadors,

re,

Lamphear Chosen
Affairs Chairman

A sample menu illustrates the
type and variety of dishes served,
although the menu is changed
daily. Sliced oranges and a choice
of oatmeal or cornflakes might be
included fo*erekfast, with scrambled eggs and bacon, cinnamon
toast, and coffee or milk to complete the meal.
For lunch, a choice of stuffed
peppers, or Spanish meat loaf is offered. with a choice of vegetables,
fruit salad, roll and butter, and
chocolate blanc mange as dessert.
A choice of beverages is given.
Soup and crackers, followed by
meat pie, mashed potatoes, gravy
and vegetable salad would be served as the main dishes at dinner,
with bread and butter, a fruit cup
or dessert, and milk or tea also
neluded.

Lost Purse Hurts
College Reputation
A blue leather pocket book
was lost in our auditorium on
July 31st during an assembly
Of our summer session. There
was a certain personal value
attached to the pocket book in
addition to its intrinsic value,
and Mrs. Oro James of Kerman,
California, is very anxious to
have it returned or to get word
concerning it. If any one in college happens to know about
that
pocket book, I am sure it will
be a great service to Mrs.
James
if he will report
It to my office,
and it will to some extent serve
to remove a stigma
from the
college. I shall appreciate,
myself, any information.
T. W. MacOUARRIE

As

Council

Meets

Junior Student Active
In College Activities
Since Frosh Days

The staff, as selected by Editor
on the Board of Athletic Control.
Both students are prominent ath- inkham, is as follows:
letes.
Assistant editors, Kathryn Epps
The next meeting of the Stu- and Robert Rector; business mandent Council will be held Monday, ager, Jim Grimsley; sales manager,
October 7, at 7:15 a.m.
Elmer Stoll; publicity manager,
Carey Guichard; organization managers, Jack Reynolds and Paul
Jungerman; faculty editor, Mareditor,
senior
raret
Schnerr;
F:varista Uhl: society editor, Fay
Sheaffer; men’s sports editor, Bill
editor,
An interesting variety of con- Ziegler: women’s sports
tributions for the special Monday Margaret Gallagher; staff artist,
Issue has been pouring steadily in- Michael A orelo; La Torre secreto the Spartan Daily office since tary, Ona Hardy.

SPECIAL ISSUE OF
DAILY TO CONTAIN
VARIED OPINIONS

the announcement that the edition
students and
will be open to
faculty.
Setting Friday noon as the deadline, editor Dan Cavanagh states
that he expects the Monday issue
of the Spartan Daily to be the
most colorful of the week, and invites the entire student body and
faculty personnel to feel free at
any time to contribute to the special edition, which is an innovation on the campus.
All articles must be fully signed,
and there are no restrictions as to
subject, but the deadline must be
observed, as must the 500 word

Music and Dramatic
Groups to Entertain Jim Clancy To Portray
Hamlet Opposite
Friday Evening
Jean McCrae
Parents and friends of San Jose
State students will flock to the
college on Friday and Saturday,
October 12 and 13, to attend the
first two-day Grand Rally in the
history of the school.
Friday will be an ordinary school
day, and the visitors will be invited to attend classes and observe
students at work.
Noon-day activities Friday will
include a "Bracer" at the Women’s
gym, a soap box debate in the
quad, and a musical half hour in
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
The health cottage, never before
open to the public, will hold open
house from 10 to 12 a.m. and from
2 to 5 p.m. Parents will be especially urged to inspect the facilities
provided for the medical care of
students.
Luncheon for visitors will be
served in the tearoom cafeteria,
while the day’s activities will culenterminate with an evening
tainment given by musical and
dramatic organizations in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
The program Saturday, offers
a series of breakfasts and luncheons and various campus activities
including tennis matches, swimming exhibitions and women’s play
day.
The climax of the Grand Rally
comes with the Chico game at
2:15 p.m. at the Spartan Stadium.
Parents will be admitted for twenty-five cents. Preceeding the game
the Spartan field house will be
open for inspection.
"We are trying to develop a day
that will be open house for all
friends of the college, particularly
the parents," declared Miss Lydia
lanes, alumni secretary yesterday.
"We believe that in announcing
the new program the Grand Rally
day will adequately serve this purpose.

Frank Vassallo Takes
MUSIC HALF-HOUR Chair At First Fall
Artizans
TO BE PRESENTED Meeting - Of
- Prank
FRIDAY AT NOON president, Vassallo, newly elected

Jim Clancy, prominent San Jose
State College actor who has been
starred in State dramatic productions during the past several
years, has been assigned the most
important role of his experience
Hamlet, in Shakespeare’s play of
that name, it was announced yesterday by Mr. Hugh Gillis, director
of the San Jose Players.
With the -casting of the main
parts for Hamlet, Mr. Hugh W.
Gillis, director of San Jose Players,
has taken the first step in And
promises to be Player’s most ambitious undertaking.
Hamlet is notable not only for
having remained the one Shakespeare play that is perennially popular, but also for having provided
a title role that has become one
of the great traditions of the European stage.
The role is difficult both by
reason of its intrinsic possibilities.
and the possibilities that great
actors of previous ages have thrust
upon it, Mr. Gillis feels confident
the it will be capably handled by
Clancy.
Jim is not a newcomer to San
Jose audiences. In the last few
years he has taken a variety of
parts, not only for the college
organization, but also for dramatic
organizations that have been sporadically sponsored by the town.
Last year he played Liliom,
George Tesman in "Hedda Gabler",
Joseph Surface in "The
and
School for Scandal".
He has facility for expression
and a dramatic intensity that
should be of help In the interpretation of such a role.
The part of Ophelia, made pathetically memorable by the great Ellen Terry, has been given to Jean
McCrae.
Jean came to this school last
year and made a favorable impression by her work in the small part
of Mother Hollunder in "Lfliom".
Those who saw her try out for
Hamlet realize now that they had
not understood her possibilities for
diverse characterization. She is a
distinct addition to a cast that
promises to be adequate.
The rest of the cast as announced by Mr. Gillis yesterday is
as follows:
King of Denmark
Ray Ruf
Queen of
Denmark
Virginia Maddox
Robert Baines
Polonius
Gary Simpson
Horatio
Rosencrantz
Frank Hamilton
Burton Abbott
Guildenstern
Marceline
Jim Fitzgerald
Robert Doerr
Bernardo
Francisco
Ed Wetterstrom
Ronald Linn
1st Grave-digger
2nd Grave-digger
Tom Gifford
Marion Faltersack
Player Queen
Elizabeth Allempress
Prologue

presided at the first
Featuring the first of a series business meeting of the Artisans,
of "Musical Half-Flours", to be i men’s art honor society which was
presented every Friday from 12:30 held in room one of the Art buildto 1:00 o’clock by the San Jooe ing Monday night.
Plans for activities for the auY.W.C.A., Miss Winifred Fisher,
soprano, will sing for San Jose tumn quarter were discussed. It
State students during the second was decided that a special meeting
be called today at 12:30 to dishalf of the Friday noon hour in
cuss the taking in of new members.
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
All members are requested to be
The musical half hour is but one
present.
of several interesting programs in
mu
store for State students during
Articles need not necessarily be
the Autumn quarter, according to
confined to college scope, but the
Miss Helen Johnson, music student
Mr eater field of world topics may
musical half
Ii’ entered, and literary efforts are and chairman of the
hour committee.
Unheralded and unsung, a new
also welcome.
In addition to cooperating with organization’ came into being at
"We wish to make it clear," explained the editor, "that this is the alumni committee in charge San Jose State last Monday. The
not merely a student opinion col- of the Grand Rally, to be held membership, though not so select,
umn, but that the entire paper at State, October 12, and 13, a is nevertheless quite restricted.
The duties of the members conwill be turned over to contributors series of one-act plays, under the
A year after the beginning of
every Monday for the entire quar- direction of Miss Elizabeth Jenks sist in rushing to the scene of a
of the Speech Arts department, major disaster in the photography the college library, 1,000 volumes
ter.
Adele
recital
by
Ruth
with
broom
department
and mop. were collected for its shelves. To"Keep within the lawthere is and a dance
Fellow
students,
introducing, day, the library consists of over
such a thing as libel--that’s all we Roberts Warmke, will also be
24,000 books.
the Dog House Crew
presented.
ask," he concluded.

Broom ’N Mop Heroes
Now Dog-House Crew
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WORLD NEWS
HIGHLIGHTS
Accepted yesterday by President
Roosevelt was the resignation of
General Hugh S. Johnson as
recovery administrator, effective October 15, indicating definitely that General Johnson was
divorced completely from recovery activities and as such would
not be a member of the projected
NRA policy making board.

nat-

ional

NEWS EDITORS
Leona Pruett
Jewel Spangler

Harry Jennings
Helen Tracy

Vanderbilt’s
Harold
defender
Rainbow was declared the victor in
yacht
races
international
the
when
It sailed across the finish line
minutes
three
ahead of
yesterday
T.0.51. Sopwith’s British challenSopwith,
who sigger, Endeavour.
nalled a red protest burgee at the
close of the race, later withdrew
his protest and the Rainbow
became the winner.

Harold Bettinger
COPY EDITORS
Thelma Vickers
Carey Guichard
Margaret Delano

Lela O’Connell
Olive Street
Ona Dippell
Helen Rector

matically
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Progress
San Jose State College is rapidly gaining recognition as
one of the progesiive institutions of the country, both in
expansion of program and in improved facilities on the
campus.
Not only is the increased enrollment of the fall quarter conclusive proof of the rapid rise of the college, but the
fact that our graduates are in demand as teachers, and that
the State Department of Education has shown marked interest in the projects and activities of the various departments on the campus, indicaes that San Jose State College
ranks at the top in the educational field.
Progress is the keynote of the college today. There are
undoubtedly many improvements yet to be made; but with
such a foundation to build upon, progress is inevitable.
D. F.

Always Forward
are proud of our college. We arc usually so conceited, but this time we feel that we have something to be
proud about. And we think that you’ll be proud too.
Did you know that San Jose State Teachers college
ranked second only to the University of California in the
placing of teachers? Do you realize that over i6o students
of last year’s graduating class are now instructors?
We feel that these figures mark a conclusive step forward in the history of San Jose State. They are a definite
answer to those who decry the necessity of the smaller colI
lege. They are the profit of many years of experience.
M. D.

Football Programs
Football programs this year will be published under
the direction of the San Jose State college News Bureau,
and the auspices of the Board of Athletic Control.
During the past the publication of the programs has
been a private enterprise. Since they are not.v a college publication, they should receive the full support of the student
body.
The programs will have a four color cover, and twenty
pages in each issue. There will be a program for each of the
five home games. Your support this year will guarantee the
publication of these programs by the college in future years.

Behind The News
In today’s Spartan Daily appears for the first time the
feature "Behind the News". It will be a condensed version
of the course given by the colorful Dr. William Poytress,
head of the Social Science department, and one of the best
news sources on the campus.
"Behind the News" will appear every Wednesday in
the Spartan Daily. It will be written by Jim Grimsley.
Watch for this new and interesting feature in the Spartan
Daily.

auto-

With the discovery of the telephone number and address of the
negotiator written on a
ransom
closet wall in the home of Bruno
alien
ex-convict
R. Hauptman,
charged with the kidnaping of the
son of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh two years ago, investigators
yesterday claimed to have
their case against Hauptman, who
admitted the scrawl.

clinched

BEHIND THE NEWS
This is the first of a series of
stories on Dr. William Poytress’
"Behind the News" course, to be
covered weekly by Jim Grimsiey.

interferance. Organization author-

By JIM GRIMSLEY

of action after organization was

The outbreak of strikes throughout the United States during the
past few months may have significance outside of their apparent
indication or, social disatisfaction.
tho
In fact, they
dawn of a returning prosperity.
So declared Dr. William Poytreas,
head of the social science department, in the opening lecture
of the new course "Behind the
News" which is being featured by
the social science department this
quarter.
"Strikes are somewhat indicative
of the restoration of prosperity,"
Dr. Poytress said, "but this cannot
be taken as an authentic fact
because two of the greatest strikes
in our history occurred during the
height of America’s prosperity in
1919, just after the World War.
"Organized labor was at its peak
during the War, being encouraged
by the United States government
because of the necessity for cobetween
Labor anti
operation
Capital," Dr. Poytress declared.
"In 1920 the American Federation of Labor had a membership
of 4,000,000, which during the depression
years
following
1921
dropped to 2,000,000. This shim,
in membership was due priori til iv
to the wage increase by industrial
magnates.
"Henry Ford looked upon the
increase of wages as a means of
increasing efficiency and putting
more money into circulation to
expand mass consumption.

ity was given Labor by the old
Clayton Act, but "strings" were
attached which left Labor fearful

In jail here today are five itinerants suspected of participating
in a fight on a moving freight
in
train yesterday near Gilroy,
which one man, R. Pardini, 30, no
address, was seriously injured.

Revealed yesterday by Arthur J.
Bender, head night watchman in
"After the labor stipulation was
his testimony before the departwritten into every code, industries ment of
inquiry, was the
began organizing their own unions, possibility of three separate fires
"company unions" as they are aboard the Morro Castle the day
called. Company Unions are not it was destroyed.
free, they are not independent---therefore, they are not unions at
Suffering from injuries received
all," Dr Poytress declared.
in an accident near Sacramento
"Skilled" labor or "craft" labor
late Sunday night will keep Dan
Was first organized in 1852. At McCafferty and his wife, Mrs. Virthat time these played a very im- ginia Gates McCafferty, hitch-hikportant part in the industrial world, ing daughter of a prominent Philbut due to the vast employers adelphia family, in the hospital for
organizations which have formed the next six months, it was ansince, the Skilled Labor unions nounced by attending physicians
have about outlived their useful- yesterday.
ness.They are antiquated, out of
date, but are carrying on, making
Edward
Phillip Nolan,
That
a nice little business for their
Everett Hale’s "Man Without a
officeholders.
Country," was killed in a battle
"General Hugh Johnson, code ad- with Mexicans near Cleburne, Texministrator, in a recent address to as, was revealed yesterday in relabor recommended the organiz- surrected
Johnson
accounts of
ation of Industrial Unions, Dr. County, Texas.
"Industrial
Poytress
continued.
Unions are those who:4e members,
Chairman Henry P.
National
!id matter what their trade are all
Fletcher declared yesterday that
isaployed in the same industry."
thJ Republican party "won’t pull
Its punches against the new deal"
in the congressional etanpaign.

completed.

commerce

I

NOTICES ! !

Wednesday, September 26, is the
last day you can regi.ster for the
November election. If your residence in Santa Clara county is
temporary, ask your registrar for
information about absentee ballots.
PEGASUS

Ten of the 16 contestants in the
balloon race for the Gordon Bennett cup were reported down yesterday, six of them in Russia. The
American navy balloon and that
of the Buffalo Courier Express.
United
the
only entries from
States, were safely down on Soviet
territory near the Estonian bound-

All Pegasians will meet In Room
"In the inauguration of the New 8, Music Building, (Mrs. Hanchett’s ary.
Deal, President Roosevelt began a office), Thursday, September 27,
partnership of Labor and industry. at 12:15 o’clock.
Percy A Rockefeller, 56, nephew
Later, by the introduction of the
of John D. Rockefeller and one of
N.I.R.A., the partnership was exThere will be a meeting of all the most important stock market
panded to include Government."
Juniors Thursday morning in the operators in the United States,
Two very important features of Home -Making building, room 1, at died yesterday following an operulcers from
the NRA, according to Dr. Poytress 11:00 a.m. Only juniors having 90 ation for stomach
are the exemption from operation units and not more than 134 units which he failed to recover.
of Anti-Trust laws during the life may attend. Election of officers
of the NRA, a stipulation which and a business meeting will attend.
Dr. T.W. MacQuarrie, president
industries have been urging ConByron E. Lamphear.
of San Jose State college, and Dr.
gress to pass for several years;
Carl Holliday, professor of English
and what Dr. Poytress termed "the
County Clerk Henry A. Pfister here, were again listed in the new
key to industrial unrest today", announced Saturday that the lust edition of "Who’s Who in America"
the authorization which NRA gives ilay for voters to register will be it was revealed when the publiLabor to organize without fear of Thursday.
’cation was received here yesterday.
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T--- PROSPECTS FOR
CAL AGGIE GRID
SEASON BRIGHT
- The very best football material
the local turf since
to be seen on
1931" very nicely sums up the
aggie football picture. The return
veterans, among
to school of many
them being fifteen lettermen, plus
material will
a wealth of incoming
back up this statement.
The loss of a few stars is bound
to be felt, especially in the tackle
and fullback positions. Bill Towne
and Ed Kruso outstanding tackles
last year and Louis De Martini a
demon defensive fullback.
A heavy experienced line is assured. The pivot position will be
Cliff
of by
care
well taken
Schmeidt. Guard positions are the
strong spot on the squad with ExCaptain Bob Frazer, "Frenchy"
Delport, Mike Chrisman, and Bill
Page, all lettermen back. Another
good prospect is Abo Martinson,
from Long Beach. The tackle positions appeared to be weak at the
outset, but Roland Wood and Paul
Baranek are coming along nicely
and appear to have first call on the
Harold
Sykes,
position. George
White, and Jim TietrIch are bound
to improve with experience. Carl
Frazer, Henry Wineman, Clarence
Lapp, three year lettermen, and ,1
John Sparks, a two year man, leave
little to be asked for in the end positions.
The backfield will be very light ,
but fast. Captain Bud Wolfe, back
for his fourth year of play, and
Leonard Coombs, triple threat, second year quarterback, Les Brumbaugh, and Jim Huberty compose
the returning quartet of backfield

I NEW MEN TO SEE
ACTION IN TILT
WITH CLUBMEN

By GIL BISHOP
Faced with its second stiff game
26, 1034
In a row:, the Spartan eleven now
digs in earnest preparatory to the
battle against the Santa Barbara
Athletic Club Saturday. The invading club aggregation boasts of a
8-0 win over the Santa Barbara
State team in its opening encounter of the 1934 season.
Faced with the loss of eleven of
Saturday after next will sec
The University of California, alCoach Dudley DeGroot intends
ways a strong contender, will be to
three former Spartans playing for last years first string
use the same offense that
With a turnout of only about even more formidable this year in
the Olympic Club
attempted to persuade Stanford’s
against San
eighteen or twenty men
view of a combined freshman and
gigantic line to give ground.
Jose. Bud Hubbard,
last year’s
Forced to travel far out to Phe- varsity turnout numbering sevencaptain and stellar end will play lan Field in order to practicewith ty-five. Stanford University will Although the persuading had little
effect at Stanford last Saturday,
the consequent cold trip back to will have their usual battling team,
that position for the Wingeu 0.
more diversification, plus hard
and may emerge from the pile-up
Glen Du Bose, frosh star full- the gym before showers
work, will probably find the SparAnd playing the strongest teams as this year’s champions.
back of last season, is also on the
tans making yards against the
San Mateo Junior College will
Olympio roster, and was credited in several years
southerners in Spartan Stadium
with a fine game when the 0. C.
Such is the prospect Soccer be fighting to regain their posithis week-end.
lost to the Antioch American Le- Coach Charley Walker faces this tion at the top-spot--which they
Loss of three tackles for an ingion by a freak play after the fi- year with the opening of the 1934 held for several yearsbecause of
their desire to make a good show- definite amount of time has forced
nal gun had sounded. Another ex- season Saturday.
DeGroot to do some shifting in his
San Josean, Anderson, will also
The scarcity of material trying ing as soccer has been made a mamake the trip to San Jose with the ! out for positions is probably the jor sport at the peninsula school. line. Captain Simon’ will not see
San Jose State soccer schedule: action against the clubmen, DeClubmen.
, greatest handicap which Coach
Sept. 29 Practice game at San Groot being unwilling to take any
Walker has to overcome at preschtuices on losing "Si" for the
Jose, opponent to be named.
net.
With
a
full
schedule
of
ten
Dee Shehtanian, Sparta’s Iron
Oct. 6 Stanford at Stanford in remainder of the season.
games,
besides
several
freshmen
man, has cracked. Dee is coma practice game.
Lloyd "Axel" Jackson suffered
plaining of a cold in the head. No- and reserve contests, it is very necOct. 13 San Mateo at San Jose. a bad cleat wound on his left
body knows poor Dee without his essary to have twenty-two men in
Oct. 20 California at San Jose.
hand and has been taking it
famous whiskers, and a cold breeze order to carry on practice scrimOct. 27 Stanford at Stanford.
easy this week. Flowever, should
mage.
causes him to shrink and shiver.
Nov. 3 San Mateo at San Mateo. there be any rush-call for tackles,
The scarcity of material is even
"And so help me, Hannah", says
Nov. 10 San Francisco at San Jackson will see service Saturday.
more noticeable with the loss of all
Dee, "it’s all because I shaved."
Jose.
The third of the injured tackles
the first eleven from last year’s
Nov. 17 No game.
lettermen. Frank Callaghan, a 200 team.
is Henry Becker, who, despite all
These
included
Leland,
Nov. 24 San Francisco at San of the publicity about "Toby" Mclb. tackle from Vallejo, is being Wood, Hayes, Stratton, ’iaylor,
groomed for the fullback berth and 1Clemo, Donahoo, Mengel, Jacobsen, Francisco.
Lachlan, was the man clipped out
Nov. 28 California at California.
his kicking, passing, and blocking Higgins, and Graf. Of these men,
of the play on Grayson’s 72 yard
Dec. 8 Stanford at San Jose.
should be a great help to the light I Stratton,
jaunt at Stanford. On the clipping,
Clemo,
Donahoo, and
but speedy backs.
Becker pulled a leg muscle and has
Graf placed on either the first or
been out of action this week.
,1second all-Conference team picked
Bill Burt, who turned in a nice
at the end of the season.
game aginst the Indians, has been
The trip to Phelan Field is not
CHARLES SARACCHI
so inconvenient as IL is dangerous
i shifted to a tackle berth to
End-168 Pounds
to the players, according to Coach
Two years ago this sterling I strengthen the spot. Burt has had
Walker; forced to ra.le back to wingman received a position on the some experience at that position
the gym after a hard practice be- All-Conference squad by an almost ’ and with his weight advantage
ire taking their showers does not unanimous vote of the coaches, should be the answer to some of
Lk) the boys any good, and colds and is back at State for his final Dud’s prayers for more tackle
nil sore muscles will probably year. Baracchi is a hard charging material.
take their regular toll before the defensive man, and ii given the
Horace Laughlin suffered a bad
season is very flir advanced, he opportunity to break into the op- !shoulder bruise Monday during live
declares.
ponents’ backfield he is likely to ri tackling practice, but should be in
’.".,e schedule is composed of ten spoil a play before it starts. Be- trim by Saturday.
games, eight of which have a bear- sides wreaking havoc with the
DeGroot expects to do more exing upon the final conference stand- opponents’ offensive, Charley can perimenting in the game Satur. digs. San Francisco University will be depended upon to do his share day to give his inexperienced men
have its entire team returning from of the pass catching. This makes a chance to show their wares. It
last year’s successful
campaign him doubly dangerous to Spartan has been shown that the Spartan
iale GREEN .57A4IAs
ror the championship, with eight rivals, and as a result is one of head man has used more men in
,en ’on nie team playing their the closelywatched men on the last week’s fray than did Thornhill,
:Litirth year as a unit.
field.
and that most of the Stanford
scoring was made by their first
team over State’s greener reserves.
’Iva & elbfrra 8?, 0i)
With their first game in some
Katy TaiiTo. OCTOS
two years behind them, Don Fors,
TrOcei,
folicret
Jim Stockdale and John Leo are
all expected to give a better
etycii.49ijcra.) tibias- Tei
account of themselves. The Stanford battlo was the first action
any of these boys had’ seen for
two seasons and DeC root is far
from disappointed in their performances.
This week’s practice finds the
Spartans concentrating on fundamentals, scrimmage and polishing
up of the offense. The Athletic
Club offers plenty of competition,
but it will be a different State
eleven which faces the invaders on
l’upyr Ight, 1931. H. I Reynolds Tobaero
Saturday. The Gold and White
team is beginning to roll.
LiF()RNi

Olympic Club Has
Three Former State
Gridders On Roster
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Coach Walker Faced With
Scarcity Of Men For Soccer

Football Biographies
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PITY THE GREEKS!
THEY DIDN’T HAVE A
WORD FOR THI5
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PRINCE
ALBERT

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!

PRINCE ALBERT is, we believe, the coolest,
mellowest smoke you ever tasted. Blended by a secret
method from top-quality tobaccos. Mild? Of course! A
special process takes out all "bite!" You’ll never know
how good a pipe can taste until you try Prince Albert!

PRINCE ALBERT
THE

NATIONAL JOY

SMOKE!

I:8:833X8XCEIXECC’ettuattctctia

’032

Girl’s Sports
taxexcepocs:exme:smoracazoxsa
Advanced
an
There will be
Swimming class at 5 o’clock Tuesdays and Thursdays. This class Is
open to all Women who have had
Intermediate Swimming. Sign up
in the Women’s Gym, before noon
today.
_
Wednesday
meeting
OrchesIs
night at 7:15 o’clock in the dance
room of the Women’s Gym.
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S.G.O. FRATERNITY
Magazine Old Verse Choirs to
Plan Reorganization OPENS NEW YEAR
At Noon Meeting AT MEET TONIGHT

Membership New Hobby
Berta Gray To Be Ec)uriisrmeiFor
nates With Rally Ordered For Students
Assistant To New Banquet For Y.W.C.A. Now In State Library
Publicity Director ,
Under the direction of Miss Dorothy Sandkuhle, newly appointed

For the convenience of students
with special interests, the library
department has subscribed for several new magazines this year, according to Miss Joyce Backus,

Reorganization of all last year’s
verse choirs will take place today
when experienced former members

and membership
vice-president
meet at noon in room 165.
committee chairman of the college
enthusiastic cam- librarian.
The group will meet under the
Y.W.C.A., an
’
Among the periodicals added to
paign is being launched, with 150
direction of Miss Elizabeth Jenks,
new members as the goal. Each those already available in the liof the Speech Arts departheath
.
Magazine,
Fortune
are
person on the cabinet is expected brary
Magazine, ment, iv& is in charge of all choir
Scholastic
Miss Berta Gray, editor of the to bring ten new members into the Yachting,
and Gar- activity.
Homes
Better
Canadian,
organization.
Alumni Bulletin, has been appoint- ,
year’s
Because many of last
ed full-time assistant to Mr.
The drive will culminate Thurs- dens, Junior-Senior High School,
Dwight Bentel, director of publi- day night with a dinner and Sign- Clearing House, Christian Century, members l WW1’ araduated,
, Jenks has found it necessary to
city, and is now located in her Up Rally at the city Y.W.C.A. in and N-ws Week.
The additions come as the result rearrange some of the groups. The
new office in the publications room. Schofield Hall. Membership is open
personnel of the various choirs will
Miss Gray will continue her dut- to all women students, and those of repeated requests by students.
Fortune Magazine, which many be made up of all the experienced
ies as editor of the bulletin, and, interested are invited to come t.
in addition, will officiate as mana- Room 14 of the main building students have wanted, but felt students who took part last yeir
ger of the publications office and where there is always someone who they could not afford, is proving in one of the four choirs, but the
secretary to Mr. Bentel.
can give further information.
I very popular, Miss Bachus declared, arrangement wil be changed.

Former Head A.W.S.
And Spears Will be
Bulletin Editor

Sigma Gamma Omega, San Jose
State’s oldest social fraternity, will
usher in the fall quarter tonight
at the first formal meeting of the
year in the old La Torre office,
with Harry Jennings Presiding.
At the close of last quarter,
a meeting was held at which the
following members were elected to
olicz,: Parry Jennings, president;
rtie,,rd illgyins. vice president;
Carey Gnielmril. secretary: EclWin
Ohnstuad, treasurer; and William
Roberts, pledgemaster and sergeant -at-arms.
faraternity had its most
FUC’’t :7ticul
year last spring, and
we hope to continue this quarter,"
Jennings stated.

Graduating with the class of
1933, Miss Gray closed an unusually successful college career of
service and activity, and in 1933 ,
assumed the position of associate
bulletin
alumni
editor of the
Spartan Spears, honorary service
organization for sophomore girls,
years ago
was organized two
through the efforts of Miss Gray,
who continues her interest in the
society as "honorary adviser."
Black Masque. Kappa Delta Pi,
Tau Gamma, W.A.A. Executive
Board, and the student body executive board were among the many
organizations with which she was
affiliated during her career on the
campus.
Miss Gray also served as presiAssociated Women
dent of the
Students, and the year 1931-32 is
considered one of the most successful in the records of that organization.
Preferring to remain in the background, Berta’s work has nevertheless always come to the front,
and her services are considered indispensable by her new "boss".
Berta is the sister of K. Fill.
more Gray, graduate with the class
of 1933, who is now attending
Boston University.

the cigarette thaes MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

SIGN-UP RALLY TO
END MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE FOR YWCA
Y.W.C.A. activities for the fall
quarter will be discussed at a
Sign-Up Rally tomorrow at 5:30
P. M. in Schofield Hall, Y.W.C.A.
Coming as a climax to the membership drive now in progress, the ,
dinner rally will be the ffrat Association meeting of the year, and
will offer present and prospective
members an opportunity to learn
of the program for the quarter.
Miss Elizabeth Jenks, head of
the Speechs Arts department, will
give a short address as one of the
features of the program. She will
speak on what the "Y" may mean
to women students of State.

’

Jean McCrea, general chairman
in charge of the meeting, will be
assisted by Katherine Hoffmeister,
chairman of decorations; Bertha
Potts, Virginia Goth and Margaret
Feldscher. The regular hostess
committee will welcome those attending, and the new freshmen
members will serve the meal.
As an added feature, Dr. Bertha ,
Mason, college physician, will announce the course she is giving
this quarter under the auspices of
the Y.W.C.A. on "Marriage".
An opportunity will be given
the women to sign up for the
interest groups and administrative
committees, which win begin operating next week. Tickets for the
dinner are now on sale for fifteen
cents in the "Y" room, room 14
of the main building.
Among the famous paintings
which San Jose State has, are
paintings by Michelangelo, Millet,
Whistler, Rembrandt and Leonardo
da Vinci.

To age tobacco
...many methods have been tried but
nothing has yet been found to equal the
old-fashioned plan ... packing the tobacco in wooden casks and ageing it in
warehouses for not less than two years.
All the tobaccos used in Chesterfield
arc aged this way.
It requires a large amount of money,
and miles of storage houses; but it’s
the only way to make a mild, good.
tasting cigarette.
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